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How to Apply this to the Rural Northeast?
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We just don’t have enough “designated” 
hospitals located in the right locations to support 
bypassing (my apologies to other NECC states)

• NH: 6 JC or DNV PSC

• VT: 1  JC PSC

• Maine:  4 JC PSC and 1 ASRH

• No Health Department designation or State POE plan 
in any

Very few NH Hospitals are even within 20 mins of each other 

• Catholic Medical Center -- The Elliot Hospital

• Frisbee -- Wentworth Douglas Hospital

• Southern NH -- St Joseph’s

• Parkland -- Catholic Medical Center

• Parkland -- the Elliot Hospital

*=thrombectomy-capable dyads

• Alice Peck Day (25 beds) -- DHMC*

• Exeter -- Portsmouth Regional*

Adeoye et al, 2014

Based on MEDPAR database use of 

ICD-9 39.74 in FY 2011
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Heed the warning of 
Professor Schwamm!

“if it is a disabling stroke that started in
the last 6 hours, then go to the highest-
level stroke center that is within 30 to 45
extra minutes of drive time. However,
because many hospitals with the highest
levels of stroke resources are urban
medical centers struggling to manage
their annual increases in ED volume, this
approach to sorting may increase
competing risks to patient outcome.”

My final thoughts go to my “Nonnie” and “Babu” 

(and all rural ambulance squads)

1. Bypassing may cause irrevocable harm to the local 
ambulance squads and over-tax our helicopter service

2. Until we can identify ICH and forestall infarction in the back 
of an ambulance, it’s just not safe, and not even feasible to 
do this without causing excessive delays in treatment for 
most of rural Northeast 

3. We first need to spend our energy and resources buddying 
up with and supporting our smaller EDs, get them “stroke 
capable”, use CTA and tele-stroke to triage patients so the 
ones who really need to be transferred are transferred, and 
make the transfer process highly efficient (DIDO <30min)

4. Lee Schwamm, the “grandfather of NECC”, says not to do this

Why I say NO
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Rebuttal TGL

• “Even when LVO stroke is appropriately recognized, it is necessary to 
establish the time-based inflection point for patients who cannot be 
transported to an endovascular canter in a timely manner.  In these 
remote locations, early intravenous t-PA administration at the 
geographically closest hospital may lead to better outcomes than 
delayed ET.  However, transfer to an endovascular center after IV tPA
administration should occur as soon as possible and transfer 
pathways should be developed around obtaining shortest possible 
door-in-door-out times.” 
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Many CSC-type treatments can be 

provided later on, without immediate 

bypass
• Carotid revascularization, endovascular Rx of 

aneurysms and AVMs

• Hemi-craniectomy

• Advanced diagnostic testing

• Managing mimics (seizures, tumors, etc).

I will support selective bypass in the rural 
Northeast when:

• The EMS have better diagnostic capabilities in the field

• We have hovercraft to decrease transport times

• We have a way to protect the brain during transport

Dartmouth Mobile Stroke Unit:

testing the hypothesis that hypothermia and 

alcohol are neuroprotective


